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Keynote
Speakers
Craig Foster AM
Human Rights Activist

C

raig has had a stellar football career and is one
of Australia’s most respected sportspeople as a
broadcaster, social justice advocate and human rights
campaigner. Craig is a member of the Australian
Multicultural Association, Ambassador for Amnesty
Australia, on the Advisory Council of the Australian
Human Rights Institute UNSW, and much more!

Adama Kamara

Deputy CEO, Refugee Council
of Australia

A

dama is the Deputy CEO of the Refugee Council
of Australia (RCOA). Prior to that she worked
in local government on community development in
Western Sydney and won numerous awards such as
Women in Local government.

Danijel Malbasa
Industrial Relations lawyer
and advocate

D

anijel is an industrial relations lawyer with
Australia’s largest blue collar union, the
Construction, Forestry, Maritime, Mining and
Energy Union (CFMME). He has experienced
multiple wars in the former Yugoslavia and lived
five years in a refugee camp.

Darren Mara
Journalist and presenter, SBS

D

arren Mara is a journalist and presenter with
SBS programs Dateline and World News.
His current focus is international current affairs,
investigating issues from vaccine misinformation to
cheating at the Paralympics.

MC

Speakers
Jorge Aroche
CEO, NSW Service for The
Treatment and Rehabilitation of
Torture and Trauma Survivors.
(STARTTS)

Sneha Chatterjee
Regional Director NSW/ACT,
Department of Home Affairs

Jasmina BajraktarevicHayward

Community Services Coordinator,
STARTTS

Communities
All One Under the Sun
(AOUTS)

A

OUTS is a year long project led by diverse
young people including First Nations, those
from a refugee and migrant background as well as
Australian born, non-Aboriginal young people. The
project aims to inspire the broader community
to be good bystanders and allies to those who
experience racism, so that together a safe and
inclusive place for people from all cultures and
backgrounds is created.

Burmese Community

T

he Burmese Community from Myanmar
comprises a wide range of nationalities such
as Bamar, Karen, Karenni, Rakhine, Chin, Kachin,
Mon, Shan, and Rohingya. A majority of Myanmar
diasporas are former refugees and asylum seekers
who fled persecution and the armed conflicts
raging over the last 70 years. The military coup
in February and the impacts of COVID-19 have
worsened the situation with the military hoarding
medical supplies and denying treatment to nonsupporters.

Leadership courses for
refugee leaders and
emerging leaders

A

unique series of Leadership Courses have
been specifically tailored and run for leaders
and emerging leaders from refugee backgrounds.
The courses have enabled participants from a
range of communities to gain critical skills and
learn from other leaders. This has led to a thriving
Community of Practice where leaders support
one another and enhance social capital.

The voice of Afghan
people in Australia

T

he Voice of Afghan People in Australia aims
to increase awareness of the current situation
in Afghanistan and its impact on the local Afghan
community in Australia. The three speakers have
faced refugee trauma and narrate some of their
experiences of settlement in Australia. They share
their emotions and feelings about the current
crisis in Afghanistan. Considerable support has
been received but further assistance from the
Australian government and other organisations is
critical during this challenging time.

Walk On Walk Strong
(WOWS)

T

he WOWS program at STARTTS raises
awareness and provides advocacy for people
with diverse genders and sexualities who are from
refugee and asylum seeker backgrounds. The
program provides peer-led support groups which
are anonymous and have confidential spaces where
information is shared. It has enabled members to
build strong friendships and form a community,
living up to its name of “Together We Walk on,
Walk Strong”.

